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We would like to warmly welcome you onboard
Axioma, a new haven you will never want to leave…
We strive to provide an experience like no other,
opening up a world of possibilities to be indulged,
experienced and explored.
We provide the ultimate in comfort, quality cuisine
and top entertainment.Taking you to beautiful
destinations whilst offering a whole world of choice
to experience on board of Axioma, whether you`re
looking for an adventure, a relaxing holiday or a bit
of both, Axioma is the ultimate getaway .
With not only your comfort in mind offering
sumptuous areas for sleeping, dining and
relaxation, we also offer a vast array of
entertainment options to amuse and enjoy
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2. THEMED
MEALS
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Axioma travels far and wide taking her guests on
exclusively tailored adventures letting them
experience various fresh cuisines either onboard or
ashore, we can also transport you to another world
with an immersive dining experience created
especially by our award-winning chefs and delivered
by our creative team.
We offer high quality cuisine with new menus every
day designed by our star chefs.
Our chefs can easily adjust to your taste and
preferences, preparing your heart's desire, enticing
you to never want to leave.
On board Axioma, you will be able to savour the
personalized and where possible, freshly and
organically sourced cuisine of our exceptional Chef,
winner of the Chef`s Competition at MYBA Barcelona
Show. We are happy to create a selection of menus
for a myriad of any dietary requirements such as
vegetarian, gluten free, diabetic, vegan, low fat, etc.
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THEMED MEALS

2. THEMED MEALS

ASIAN
Our Asian theme offers a lavish feast of delight served by
Axioma's very own “geishas' in an equally exotic setting.
Asia is a vast continent with a plethora of varying cuisines
from which our chefs take inspiration and can tailor their
menus to your tastes and dietary needs. From the many
niches within the cuisine our chefs offer an example of what
your taste buds could explore on a culinary tour of Asia.

Start your Asian banquet with an array of freshly steamed
delights such as spring rolls, dim sum, bao buns and more
Served straight from a traditional bamboo steamer…

Followed by a culinary exploration of traditional and
regional wok dishes including Axioma's take on Hong
Kong's famous 'Flying Peking duck'

Then feel like you're transported to the streets of Ho Chi
Min or Beijing with our street style noodle bowls

And lift your spirits and senses whilst refreshing and
cleansing your palate with our exotic display of frozen fruit,
home-made sorbets and ice creams served on a bed of
crushed ice.
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目には青葉 山ほとゝぎす はつ松魚
The green leaves for eyes
The little cuckoo in the mountain
The ﬁrst bonito of the season
(Yamaguchi Sodo)
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BAVARIAN
Our Bavarian theme is inspired by one of our awardwinning chefs' heritages… Steeped in tradition, coupled
with Austrian influence Bavarian food is known for its
homely, rustic comfort and famed for its “Schmankerl” food.
Roused with home grown inspiration, below is just a small
sample of dishes you may wish to try…

Weißwurst with warm fresh Pretzels and fresh bread rolls
served with a selection of German Obazda cheese, sweet
mustard, pickles and fresh radish salad accompanied with
other regional staples such as potato salad, sausage salad
and Sauerkraut

Traditional Eisbein served with a lavish ale sauce,
Accompanied with sharing platters of smoked trout,
horseradish and Lemon & Thyme roasted chicken

Bavarian cream with fresh berries Gebackener apfelring
coated in cinnamon sugar and served with clouds of vanilla
cream or Furstpükler ice cake
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Alert is the sailor.
Quick! nimbly be plying!
The billows are riven,
The distance approaches;
I see land beyond!
(Johann Wolfgang von Goethe)
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CUBAN
We often combine the taste of Cuba to our onboard BBQ's,
where you can enjoy freshly barbequed treats hot from the
grill, prepared by our chef just a few steps away. We also
can offer a table set menu designed to be shared and
enjoyed as a group. An example such a tasting menu would
be as follows:

Start your feast by sharing selection of vibrant salads,
salsas and freshly made guacamole crafted tableside
spiced and tailored to your taste, to be devoured with
shards of baked yuca

Followed by fresh zesty ceviche and selection of tasty
street food style delights such as empanadas and tamale

Be delighted by a selection of Cuban fare such as freshly
grilled fish, braised black beans with pork, arroz con pollo
and sofrito marinated flank steak

Finally finish your feast with a sweet indulgence such
as arroz con leche, coconut flan or baba rum to
name but a few on offer
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I'm ready to take it one step at a time.
And walk with you, all the way.
No matter how bumpy.
You are loved.
(Jules Semilore Iyen)
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GAME OF THRONES
For an experience of mythical origin, why not try a game of
thrones themed meal? The winter may not be coming
onboard Axioma, but a good experience is…

The chefs have been inspired by the seven kingdoms and
below are some of their ideas just waiting to come to life as
they draw you into the Game of thrones…

On your adventure why not try some rum grilled octopus,
fresh oysters or creamy fish stew from the shores of the
Iron islands?
Then feast upon the quail or pork pies of Winterfell

Before devouring a Tomahawk steak hunted and gathered
from the arid plains of Essos

To finish with a final fancy of lemon posset cultivated in the
esteemed regal quarters of Westeros

But don't panic about dessert as the chefs are ready for any
emergency and are prepared to deliver a taste sensation
no matter what the missions conditions entail
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…Words sharp than machetes
actions colder than waterboarding
we massacred us
we are locked up in solitary conﬁnement
you the king of North
and this Nubian Monarchy is mine…
(Peninnah Nganga)
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SPACE

The final frontier….
AXIOMA's other worldly experience even extends to Space.
Let us teleport you into another universe of wonder, and
experience a meal that is 'out of this world' on 'planet
AXIOMA'
Our esteemed chefs will take you on a culinary adventure
which will not only ignite your imagination but also
skyrocket your tastes and senses…

You may not be able to walk on the moon but why not take
a bite of it and experience AXIOMA astro buns ?

Feel like a true astronaut when you peel back the lid to
reveal you 'space rations.

But don't panic about dessert as the chefs are ready for any
emergency and are prepared to deliver a taste sensation
no matter what the missions conditions entail.
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Twinkle, twinkle, little star!
How I wonder what you are,
Up above the world so high,
Like a diamond in the sky…
(Jane Taylor)
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SPANISH

Viva la Fiesta! Why not try another stop on your culinary
journey aboard Axioma and enjoy a Spanish inspired theme
injecting some 'Latin life' into your meal time experience.
Inspired by their travels and vast experience the chefs
aspire to beguile cajole and tempt you with a selection of
Spanish fare….

They suggest starting your food fiesta with a selection of
regional Spanish tapas such as Iberico ham
Croquettas, Galecian gambas and tortilla to
name but a few…

Followed by a seafood paella or beef txogitxu
with tasty sides…

Finished with creme Catalan & white peaches
or a moist fragrant almond cake
Live the Latin life…
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…my mouth is coral reef
my beard is the mangrove
my body smells like saltpeter
under the wind's muzzle
and the chant of mermaids,
I become one with the eroded sand.
(Elidio La Torre Lagares)
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SUPERHERO’S

On Axioma, there's no villains only Superhero's, why not
see some in action at your superhero theme meal?

Challenge your tastebuds, conquer the vast menu, and
don't forget to save room for dessert!

Begin your battle with a selection of salads such as Cesar,
cobb and coleslaw to name but a few…

Then ramp up the attack with Axioma's signature burgers of
wagyu, cheese and bacon

Then grapple with the onslaught of mouth watering ribs,
crispy chicken wings, bold bang bang shrimp and loaded
skins accompanied by a profusion of homemade
dips and sides

Finally face defeat with death by chocolate cake or go out
with a 'bang' with our signature popcorn ice cream sundae
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…my mouth is coral reef
my beard is the mangrove
my body smells like saltpeter
under the wind's muzzle
and the chant of mermaids,
I become one with the eroded sand.
(Elidio La Torre Lagares)
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VENETIAN CARNIVAL
If you fancy donning a mask whilst enjoying some fabulous
Italian cuisine, perhaps you may like to try our Venetian
Carnival theme? Spoilt by choice the chefs have struggled
to keep their example menu short and sweet. They have an
abundance of knowledge and experience with Italian
cuisine and below are just a few tantalizing suggestions of
enticement to evoke and inspire….
Ease your way into the carnival spirit with a selection
of antipasti and cicchetti, including a selection
of freshly baked breads such as warm rosemary
focaccia or olive grissini
Followed by a myriad of fresh fragrant salads such
as caprese and giardiniera or traditional salads
such Panzanella
Then delight in stuffed zucchini flowers served with salsa
verde, try locally sourced fresh burrata, or cured beef
carpaccio with rocket and shaved Parmiganno.
Include sides such as braised artichokes or Fritto
misto with your feast and complete your tour de
Italia with main dishes such as spaghetti vongole,
a pink prawn risotto or veal Cotteletti
Finally finish your banquet with our world famous
panna cotta, our creamy homemade gelato or
our decadent Tiramisu
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She was a doll in masquerade
and I was a marionette
the night was a Sybarite revelry
the champagne was laced with regret
(John Feddeler)
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CASINO

3. CASINO
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3. CASINO

Why not have your own 'Las Vegas' experience onboard?
Try your luck at Axioma's casino where you can play
blackjack, poker or roulette at stakes you decide… And if
you're not a high rolling pro then for those who want to
learn why not ask for a lesson with our resident croupier on
board of Axioma?
Blackjack
Poker
Roulette
All games are for free, we don't play for real money and
there's no risk involved.
Enjoy a full casino night onboard with Axioma's professional
equipment and croupier!
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If you do not
Hold your breath
As the Roulette
Ball falls into
Its place, then
You are not
Playing it right
(The Rambler Gambler)
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FAM ILY EVENTS

4. FAMILY
EVENTS
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4. FAMILY EVENTS

Axioma's personalized experience also offers an
assortment of family fun with options to suit all ages.
An array of family activities can be arranged on board of
Axioma, as spending time with family is one of the best
ways to create memorable experiences.
We pride ourselves on our reputation and ability to create
charters which are fun and child friendly. In addition to the
many on-board activities which can keep kids of all ages
engaged and happy, we also offer family themed deck
parties, to be enjoyed by both kids and adults alike.
We can arrange family entertainment such as karaoke
nights, “Oscars” ceremonies, dance parties and various
other activities.
We also offer family cooking lessons or drone classes which
can be taken together as a family or as individual fun.
Time spent with a family is such great fun!
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Most times my mother makes me laugh.
Sometimes I think she`s insane,
But then again, she may take a look at me
And think the very same.
(Samantha Blackwood)
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“THE OSCARS”
PHOTO/ VIDEO COMPETITION
Photos and videos are not only a great way to memorialize
your magical time onboard,they can also be a fun activity to
compete in and share.
If you want to bring some glitz and glam to your photo/
video competition, why not make an event of it and host an
Oscars ceremony to award the winners?
It's a fun way to celebrate the end of an 'award winning'
experience onboard Axioma.
Live an Oscars life, celebrate an unparalleled experience
onboard Axioma with a themed meal tailored to you.
Let`s meet on the red carpet among stars!
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I held the ﬁgurine aloft, revelling in my actor`s
Gravestone smile,
I boldly faced an orchestra of ﬂash, as
paparazzi packed the aisle…
(Ciaran Carson)
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BINGO / RUSSIAN LOTTO

Bingo – Is a game of chance and fun for all the family, and if
you want to try something new why not try a twist on the
traditional game and give Russian Lotto a go?
Prepare yourself for some loud yelling and possibly some
sweaty palms in this Bingo night. It may not be something
you`ve thought about before, but as you`re about to
discover, this could be the night you`ve been waiting for!
Give it a try and see who reigns supreme!
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… My heart is sighful.
She was the cutest brown caniche,
The French for “poodle” on a leash,
While I have Bingo;
A dog of doubtful pedigree.
(Robert William Service)
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DISCO PARTIES

Disco parties – We can offer you your very own onboard
disco with all the flashing lights and sounds of a club
without having to leave the comfort and luxury of Axioma.
Why not have a party on the sundeck and dance
amongst the stars….
Try our signature cocktails to the beat of your own drum.
Dance to pumping music and flashing lights or let us help
you to arrange a local DJ to spin the decks (subject to
location).
You can create your own Axioma club experience where
you can dictate the music, drinks and vibe. Have the
ultimate 'table experience'.
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He was all smiles I swear.
His eyes,
I wanted to dance in them
and engulf myself in the sparkle
that eluded from the disco
ball of his pupils…
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KARAOKE

Karaoke – Is just another great option we can offer for you
to entertain and be entertained. Why not have your very
own 'battle of the bands' or rock star moment? You can
request your favorite song and sing along
in any language!
Have your own 'Axioma's got talent' Extravaganza!
Surrounded by flashing lights and surround sound
experience. Take to the spotlight, with the mic in hand and
flex those vocal chords.
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Grass stained denim
The radio plays
Found a new pet hate
Karaoke girl with a perfect song
Consumed plastic for the weekend
(Sam Freek)
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CINEMA

Not only do we have a state-of-the-art cinema, located in
our lower deck, with luxurious reclining chairs and surround
sound, but we also offer a 3D experience to completely
immerse yourself in.
3D Cinema technology displays brighter images, whilst
enhancing special effects and explosive, dramatic scenes
that will leave you amazed, it offers superb image quality –
showcasing crisp, bright and ultra-realistic pictures.
The experience is further enhanced with stunning surround
sound and the comfort of The FPR passive glasses, allowing
a 178 º viewing angle, whist comfortably sitting back…

On Axioma you can have all the experience of the cinema
without going ashore…
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Anyone who`s made ﬁlm and
knows about the cinema has a
lifelong love aﬀair with the
experience. You never stop
learning about ﬁlm.
(Francis Ford Coppola)
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PLAYSTATION 4 HD

Axioma offers her guests - PS 4 HD that supports High
Dynamic Range (HDR) video output for gameplay and video
streaming offers stunning HD graphic capabilities.
It redefines rich and immersive gameplay with powerful
graphics and speed. Featuring a range of powerful magical
and combat abilities using a new exciting battle system.
PS 4 is for the whole family with versatile parental controls
designed to give you peace of mind, plus a whole universe
of games suitable for everyone!
Our onboard library of games covers a wide range of
genres and tastes. Amongst them are shooters like Call of
Duty and Battlefield V, adventure titles like God of War
and Red Dead Redemption 2, sports games like
FIFA 20 and NBA.
These games are designed to enable friends and family to
join the gaming fun on board of Axioma.
Let`s gather and enjoy a unique experience!
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…I loved my PS3.
It was everything I wanted a girl to be.
First I walk in- all badass and carefree,
Raising sideline cheers just for being me.
But then the PS4 came out like a nagging pain,
And things were never the same again.
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CHILD FRIEN DLY
FUN

5. CHILD
FRIENDLY
FUN

5. CHILD FRIENDLY FUN

Axioma is a superyacht with child- friendly cabins and very
warm and welcoming crew that know how to entertain kids.
Axioma is the ultimate 'playground' and entertainment
center, offering the latest on-board amenities and shoreside
adventures.
It is equipped with updated film libraries,onboard video
games, and 3D cinema.
Axioma's team can plana wide range of educational
activities and games for kids,to make them feel special,with
fun games, theme parties and special kids' events.
Our chefs can create kid-friendly dishes for those with fussy
appetites and invite kids to assist with cookie making or
setting up food presentations for the ones wishing to lend a
helping hand.
Our theme dinners give children fun opportunities to get
involved in cooking. Filling up their minds and stomachs
with cooking memories.
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Hickory Dickory Dock,
The Mouse ran up the clock,
The Clock struck One,
The Mouse ran down,
Hickory Dickory dock…
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DRONE LESSONS

Have you been impressed by drone footage on TV and
fancy having a go?
Children and adults can take the chance to become a drone
pilot with drone lessons available ages 6yrs and up.
This experience offers a great opportunity for budding film
directors, giving you a chance to record your time on board
with the stunning DJI Mavic 2 Zoom Drone.
A specially trained crew member can help you capture
breath-taking aerial videos and super-sharp photography.
You will get to fly drones, learn loads about how they work
and discover what these amazing machines are capable of.
See what the drones see for yourself!
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My drone just struck the roof
I'm not the aviator, I should be
It deserves a better pilot and guide
One who will teach it, gliding high and free…
(Temporal Fugue)
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FACE PAITING

Face painting – theme meals don't need to be the only
excuse to dress up, our talented team can offer to creatively
transform with fun face painting sessions.
Face painting is a great way for kids (and adults!) to enjoy
themselves, feel special and get creative!
Add further fun to your children's party with one of our
spectacular face painters and see the priceless expression
on their happy faces when they see their fantastic new look!
We provide dazzling face painting designs for your children,
from scary monsters, gorgeous princesses, loopy lions,
roaring tigers, super heroes, butterflies and more. The list is
endless.
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Flicking
Red paint
On your face
Freckled fury
Of wonderHow a face
Like yours…..
(R.Benjamin Abate)
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PIZZA MAKING

Feeling inspired or yearning to learn? Why not have ago at
making your very own pizza whilst onboard Axioma?
We offer interactive lessons that are not only fun and
engaging for children but can be for adults too!
Try an outdoor 'pizza master class' where children are
encouraged to create their own culinary master pieces to
later be enjoyed at their mealtime.
Our Chef is great with kids and this class is bound to please
any small chef who loves to learn by doing.The chef will
outline simple steps for making perfect pizza and
demonstrate all skills required in easy-to-follow steps.
Starting with the dough, rising, proofing and rolling, you and
your kids will enjoy creating a delicious and authentic pizza.
Next the kids will create a tasty tomato sauce and top the
pizza with cheese, sweet fennel sausage and fresh arugula.
It is a great event for a fun family experience!
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Oh pizza,
You are sunny like a bunny
And a bit like a cat that is fat
With the pizza
(Song Huang * age 8)
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TREASURE HUNTS

Treasure hunts – children's spirit of adventure is often
ignited by Axioma's very own 'pirates' who can be arranged
to 'step aboard' and take them on a hunt for pirate treasure.
Why not extend the fun and make a day of this activity with
a pirate themed meal?
A treasure hunt is such a great way to play with kids. It's
treasure reaches beyond the prize at the end of the hunt as
this fun playful activity not only encourages social
interaction it also teaches them to problem solve whilst
working as part of a team.
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High on a mountain in a foggy mist
He buried his treasure one night
He laid it down in the cold dark ground
Beneath the bright moonlight
(Whiskurz)
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TABL E GAM ES

6. TABLE
GAMES

6. TABLE GAMES

Axioma not only offers state of the art electronic gaming
systems but we also understand that nothing can take away
from the simple pleasures of traditional table games.
Table games are a perfect way to while away an afternoon
and spend quality time together. They can also help to flex
those cerebral muscles and ignite some friendly
competition!
We offer an assortment of family
friendly options such as the following (to name but a few):
Checkers
Chess
Dominos
Monopoly
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Red knights, brown bishops, bright queens,
Striking the board, falling in strong a?
L`s of color.
Reaching and striking in angels,
holding lines in one color.
(Ezra Pound)
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GY M & FITNESS

7. GYM &
FITNESS
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7. GYM & FITNESS

For those that like to keep fit we not only have a fully
equipped gym featuring Technogym kinesis fitness wall
trainer, elliptical, treadmill, spinning bike, free weights
and more.
Our fully equipped gym is available for your use
24 hours a day.

We also have an in-house Pilates and yoga instructor who
can do personalized group or individual lessons for all age
ranges and fitness levels. We also offer aqua aerobics,
stretching and fitness classes which can be tailored
to your needs.
Classes can even
be adapted to cater to children.
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Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
Go to the gym.
End of Poem
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PILATES & YOGA

Pilates focuses on the body's core strength as well as
helping to improve flexibility, coordination, and balance,
whilst developing control and endurance. Yoga can not
only provide an opportunity to connect
the body and mind, through breathing and
meditation, it can also help to develop lean
muscle and flexibility.
Aqua aerobics focuses on aerobic endurance,
resistance training and creating an enjoyable atmosphere
with music, held either in the swimming pool
or in the shallows off the beach.
Finally, Stretching and Full Body Workouts can be
tailored to focus on individual guest's needs and
wishes, whether it be a mixture of cardio and
strength training or just do a deep stretch of
certain problematic areas.
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It is a wonder
How a simple stretch
Deepens breath
And an elegantly held pose
Grows to touch
The whole of me
(Danna Faulds)
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WATER S POR TS

8. WATER
SPORTS
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8. WATER SPORTS

Axioma hosts a wide range of water toys such as jet skis,
paddle boards, and a large inflatable slide to name but a
few. We also have an experienced and accredited deck
team who can not only guide and assist but also offer
certification for those interested in obtaining a
license whilst onboard.
For those that want to delve further into the deep blue we
also have a full array of serviced dive gear and onboard
diver master who can help arrange local dives upon
request.
Our crew's primary responsibility is your safety. Our fully
qualified deck team are always on hand to instruct and
assist you with all our water sports onboard.
This does include both equipment and location specific
safety briefings prior to enjoying your time out on our
fantastic selection on water toys.
Makingyour time on the water as fun and safe as possible.
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FJORD 44 COUPE LIMO TENDER

Capacity: 12 pax | Power: 2X 435 HP VOLVO PENTA | Length: 14.5m x 4.2m

NOVURANIA LAUNCH 750 RIB TENDER

Capacity: 12 pax | Power: 300 hp | Length: 7.5m x 2.74m

ZODIAC MK4HD BEACH TENDER

Capacity: 12 pax | Power: 40 hp | Length: 5.3m

2x SEADOO GTX LIMITED 300hp (2019 models)

Capacity: 3 pax | Power: 300 hp | Length: 3.53m

1x YAMAHA SUPERJET STAND UP (2018 model)

Capacity: 1 pax | Power: 73 hp | Length: 2.24 m

4x SEABOB F5

Weight: 29kg | Performance: up to 4.5kW | Buoyancy in water: 9kg

1x FunAir Slide 7m from Owners Deck
1x Aquaglide Jungle Joe 2
1x Aquaglide Inversible Trampoline
1x Inflatable Anti-jellyfish Pool
2x Nautibuoy modular inflatable teak platforms
1x Hobie Mirage Eclipse board with pedal system
2x Tiwal 3.2 inflatable sails boats with 5.2 & 7 m²
sails
3x Red Paddle co. Stand-up paddleboards
1x Red Paddle co. 8 person stand-up paddleboard
1x Transparent 2 person kayak
2x BIC Bilbao Sit-on-top kayaks
1x Ultra light performance kayak
12x sets of snorkelling equipment
1x Connelly Adult water skis
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1x Cadet Child waterskis with training attachment
1x Jobe Unix Wakeboard
1x CWB Resolute Wakeboard
1 Jobe Multisport board
1x JobeWatersled 8 person towable banana
1x Jobe Lunar 3 person towable sofa
1x Jobe Airstream 3 person towable wing
2x Towable Donuts
1x Airhead Mega Slice 4 person towable disc
Diving equipment for 8 people. Including wetsuits,
boots, gloves, dive fins, dive computers, and 8
extra tanks.
Swimming Pool Toys - Inflatable animals,
children's swimming aids, inflatable loungers,
inflatable beach ball, floating b.
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…Are ﬁsh involved in water sports? They don't drink
beer or smoke They hide in oceans Fish lips make
kissing noises Pretending to tell you secrets Have
they forgotten English?...
(Earl Schumacher)
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www.my-axioma.com

